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Abstract

Chid sexual abuse is a widespread phenomenon. It is an act which has long
historical origins in Western society. Despite this the sexual abuse of children has
generally been denied qnd trivialised by academics. Freud and Kinsey, who are the

earliest contributors to the debates on child sexuql abuse, partook in the denial of child
sexual abuse. Their works have signi/icantly influenced subsequent theoretical
understandings of child sexual abuse. The psychiatric, psychological, and sociological
discourses on child sexual abuse have generally operated to trivialise the extent of this
phenomenon and to place the blame of the occurrence of this heinous act on the child
victims and / or the mothers of incestuous families.

Prior to the 1970's there was s limited academic literature available on child
sexual abuse. It was radical feminisls, in the seventies, who exposed the widespread
nature of child sexual abuse. In doing so, they høve transformed the issue of child sexual

abuse from a private issue to a public one. As a consequence of the women's movement

and the increment in reportings of child sexual abuse, the literature on this topic has

burgeoned. Radical feminists have expiqssd the patriarchal biases which underpin the

mainstresm theoretical explanations of child sexual abuse. This has been done through
the recognition of child sexual abuse as ctn act which is perpetrated by men against,
predominantly but not exclusively, young girls. Radicøl feminists in effect position child
sexual abuse as a manifestation of male powerwithin thefømily ond society.

As a result of the increased reportings of child sexual abuse and increased
awareness by the generøl public there has been a focus upon the implementation of
preventative progrqmmes. 'Protective behoviours' programmes are curuently widely
accepted as ffictive in preventing child sexual abuse. These programmes are taught to
children through the educational system. Ihe bosic assumption of these programmes is
that children can prevent self victimisation by learning empowerment skills.

Ihe aim of this thesis is to provide the reader with an understanding of the

manner in which the mainstream, feminist and prolective behaviours discourses are
operating to construct child sental abuse, victim, perpetrøtor, power, agency and
sexuality. Ihe effect of these discourses will be noted as will the implications the

protective behaviours progrommes have for the feminist movement, the prevention of
child sexual abuse ond childhood safety.
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